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Australia’s digital skill needs The tech sector is an engine room of employment

The Vocational Education and 
Training (VET) sector is currently 
not well placed to meet 
Australia’s digital skill needs

A standard describes the digital skills and the 
associated level of proficiency to undertake 
specified functions in the workplace. 
Consistent standards will unify employers, 
learners and training providers about what 
needs to be done while promoting 
confidence in training outcomes. 

Compared to competency-based training, a 
skills-based model adapts more quickly to the 
changing needs of digital workers. A skills-based 
approach to learning develops skills that are 
adaptable to future needs by enabling individual 
learners to achieve skills that are transferable 
across different jobs, occupations and contexts.

The Vocational Education and Training sector (VET), is 
uniquely placed to deliver cost effective and diverse training 
approaches, and is suitable for every kind of worker to gain 
the skills they need. However, training must adapt quickly to 
the rate of change and the increasing demand for digital  
workers, to compete with international competition.  

With the growing integration of technology and automation across 
many industries, every worker is now, or soon will be, a digital worker. 

Between 2005 and 2021, the 
tech sector in Australia grew 
by 66%, compared to 35% in 
other industries4 

Almost two in three Australian workers 
(64%)1 currently apply digital skills in their 
work. In the next 5 years that number is 
set to increase to 90%2

300,000 new digital 
professionals are required 
over the next 5 years3

The economic contribution of the digital 
sector has increased by 79% since 2016 
and has outpaced average growth in 
the economy by more than four times4

Moving from competency-
based training to a 
skills-based model

Skill standards will 
drive the change to a 
skills-based model
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THE DIGITAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT MODEL 

Digital skills standards
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Digital pathways

Critical Core skills

Digital skill pathways

Skills standards

Adaptable building blocks

Standardised Assessment
Conduct Assessment

Digital Centres of Excellence
A framework of employer-led standards

that ensures consistency of training 

Micro-credentialsStandalone Macro-credentials

FluencyLiteracy Mastery

Skill-based pathways shaped by industry demand 

Universal, non-technical skills essential in the workplace
- Critical thinking  - Communication  - Adaptability

Groups of skills aligned to a generic role, purpose or industry.

Hierarchy of Digital Skills

Assessment and Qualifications

Each pathway consists of 3 levels. Aptitude testing conducted
to select level – helping understand potential and needs.

Critical skills for specific digital functions

Skills are assessed against the relevant skills
standards independent of training delivery

Minimum skill level required

A common taxonomy underpins the model to help learners and employers understand and access the opportunities provided by digital skills. 

Registered Training Organisations (RTOs)
working with DSO and local employers
to develop and share skills-based best

practice, training and assessment 

The model connects RTOs with local
employers through co-designing the

delivery of digital skills training

Independently designed and approved
assessment instruments to test

achievement of digital skills

DSO

For the full report go to:
Examples of the
model in practice: digitalskillsorg.com.au

- Skill Standards and Qualifications Trials
- NCVER Pathways Research 
- Skill Finder Proof of Concept

- Train 100 Data Analysts Pilot
- The Cremorne Project 
- Digital Toolbox


